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- Important note about software version numbers Version 19.06
A new software versioning convention has been implemented to show the year and month of release.
The most recent GA version (using the old convention) prior to this release was 1.4.

What’s New in Version 19.06
Self-Service Archive Migrator | CMT 19.03 includes a new licensing structure whereby licenses can be purchased
based on the number of mail archives to be migrated.

Release Notes 19.06
The SSAM application’s Progress Summary page now displays the number remaining demo or purchased licenses.
See the user guide for information on changes to the application’s interface. (57573)
The legacy license processing has been removed. (57583)
SSAM licenses are now used for each Notes client based on the number of mail archives (.nsf files) to be migrated.
Users will only be able to migrate the number of mail archives for which there are license keys
available/purchased. (57580)
An enhancement to the SSAM installer has been implemented to allow communication between the user’s
workstation and the licensing server. (62488)
The SSAM installer now uses an XML server as the licensing server. (62484)
The new licensing will allow installation on any server or workstation that meets the requirements. Licenses must
be applied within 30 days or a new key will need to be issued. (57570)
The user guide has been updated to include information about the new licensing functionality. In addition, a SSAM
Requirements, Installation and Configuration Guide has also been created. (57518)
The user guide has been updated to provide details on the licensing notification message. (57572)
The SSAM has been updated and will not allow user migrations to be added if there are no licenses remaining.
(57576)
An enhancement to the SSAM application to record user errors when migrations fail due to insufficient licenses has
been implemented. See the user guide for more information. (57577)
A customizable notification has been added that allows for sending a warning message when a specified
percentage of licenses remain for consumption (e.g. 10%) (Low Licenses Warning Notification). (57571)
A customizable notification has been added that allows for sending a message when the licensing server is
unreachable (Licensing Server Unavailable Notification). (67360)
A customizable notification has been added that allows for sending a message when all purchased licenses have
been consumed (No Available License Notification). (67364)
The 1 Week Notice template has been updated to allow renaming of the template. (65555)
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Previous Updates
The following previous updates are included in version 19.03:

1.4
•

A setting to automatically add the PST file as a folder to the user's mail profile immediately after migration
has been added. If enabled, this setting eliminates the need for the user to manually open and add the
PST file as a folder to their mail profile.
Also, a new setting to allow the administrator to use either the Exchange UPN or the Exchange Primary
SMTP to find the correct profile to attach PST files to has been added. (39245)

•

An issue where adding a mail archive over 4GB in size on the Archive Migration Selection screen caused a
"File Not Found" error has been resolved. (41116)

•

The option to use an existing translation file that has been delivered by another process to the client
workstation has been added. (41849)

•

To reduce the size of the file downloaded to the end user workstation, the option to include all name
combinations or just the first canonical name found for the user in the translation file has been added.
(54989)

•

To resolve an issue where a too large (32k) error is displayed and migration cannot continue, an agent to
export and clear the logs on the person documents is now available. (54991)

•

To assist troubleshooting, the Autodiscover log is now included in the User Log Files. (54993)

•

Self-Service Archive Migrator now supports the use of Notes Session variables to correctly identify the
installation paths. (54995)

•

Windows environment variables, such as %LocalAppData% and %AppData% can now be used when
defining the destination folder for .pst files. (54996)

•

To avoid increasing the size of the roaming profile, the temp directory has been moved to the Local App
Data (%LocalAppData%) folder. (55062)

•

The "Informational" log file logging level has been removed. (57079)

1.3.1.3
•

An issue where migrations to online archives failed if the user's UPN does not match the SMTP address
has been resolved. PowerShell matching now includes the UPN, and it is displayed in the Exchange
Settings section of the person document. (52917)
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Learn more about Binary Tree
For more information on Binary Tree, visit us at www.binarytree.com/company/about-binary-tree.

Binary Tree Social Media Resources
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